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navionics for android, like the app
itself, is a free download from the
google play store. ios navionics
mobile was a freemium product
which users could read the basic

information in the free version. the
cost-free version enabled users to
create routes, mark waypoints and
view the chart with a full window

that you could use to navigate your
boat. with the upgrade to

navionics+ users can do more than
mark waypoints (use waypoint

creator), and remove the cost for
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creating routes (route creator).
navionics+ also provides features to
view live weather and ocean water
conditions (this requires an extra

subscription for an exclusive card),
find local services (vacation & cruise

magazine card), book shore
excursions, email and follow a route

with waypoint sync (by using
another subscription) and add a
push notification. navionics for

android comes with the navigation
app, which is a free download from
the google play store. it contains a
full-screen, full-featured display of
the available charts and allows you
to create and edit waypoints, routes

and tracks. navionics mobile
includes basic navigational

functions that allow you to save
course, follow a waypoint and
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display your position. the
subscription service adds several

enhancements including route
plotting, automatic routing, sonar,

chart overlays and more. navigation
features have been improved on

version 11 of the navionics app. for
example, you can now save course,
follow waypoints or routes and auto-
routing is available for the first time.
navionics is a full-featured on-water

and in-port satellite navigation
software, for use with a compatible
device and a navigator. it is used as

an in-operating room device with
the navigator software suite. it

works with a wide range of marine
electronics, up to and including

transducers, depth and dive
computers, chart plotters, hand-

held and laptop computers, tablets
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and smartphones. the navionics app
for android devices is a free

download from the google play
store. its features include a full-

screen, full-featured display of the
available charts and allows you to
create and edit waypoints, routes

and tracks. navionics mobile
includes basic navigational

functions that allow you to save
course, follow a waypoint and

display your position. the
subscription service adds several

enhancements including route
plotting, automatic routing, sonar,

chart overlays and more. navigation
features have been improved on

version 11 of the navionics app. for
example, you can now save course,
follow waypoints or routes and auto-
routing is available for the first time.
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navionics® is a leading provider of
marine navigation products,

including marine charts,
chartplotters, marine radio

communication equipment, gps and
marine electronics. navionics®
provides marine charts for the

united states, canada, and mexico;
as well as the united kingdom,
ireland, norway, sweden, and

iceland. navionics chart products
include u.s. national chart,

international marine charts,
international national chart, and the

navionics world charts. navionics
chart products are available for

plotter, chart download and
portable systems. navionics® chart
products are suited for recreational
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boaters, commercial mariners,
captains of large and small vessels.
navionics® charts are also available

for off-road, sea kayak and other
recreational users who enjoy marine

navigation. $7.99, android
smartphone and tablet, purchase on

google play trakr is an app for
android smartphones. as its name
implies, the app provides a way to

track the location, speed and
running time of your boat, fishing
rod and fishing line. the goal is to
integrate this technology into your
fishing rod, casting, or other fishing
equipment to track and record when
the fishing line and rod are in use.

$1.99, android smartphone and
tablet, purchase on google play sos
navigation. course the way through

sog. find your position and cog.
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charts are converted and displayed
on the built in screen. sos

navigation may be used as a stand
alone application or be tethered to
the boats autopilot if it is installed
on a computer connected to the

boats navigation system. sos
navigation has been successfully
tested in the following ways: thru-
hull, thru-deck, with gnss for wind,
tide, currents and water quality.

units are tested regularly.
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